
Organizational charts comfortably created
We provide the modules. You are the architect of your 
organizational chart. In orginio, you can create with minimum 
effort. Structures can be created from scratch or based on 
existing data. Positions plans and employees are illustrated.

Flexible editing and display
- anytime, anywhere
In orginio, the organizational chart can be retrieved anytime, 
from anywhere. Edit mode is activated depending on access 
rights, allowing only certain users to work on the organizational 
chart. This way data can be created, changed and various 
designs can be selected. 
In display mode, every 
employee can navigate 
interactively through 
the corporate structure. 
Information can be 
quickly located using 
the search function.

Organizational 
charts 
cleverly created. 

Teams 
clearly structured. 

Positions
diversely staffed. 

Structures 
flexibly created.

Details 
easily discovered.
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Why          ?

Create and 
display 

organizational 
charts anytime 
and anywhere

Simply edit 
structures and 

information No installation, 
immediate start

High data security 
and availability

Data upload 
from Excel

Restructure via Drag&Drop
orginio allows you to respond to changes quickly and 
simply. It’s easier to move positions, employees or teams in 
the organizational chart via Drag&Drop than to delete and 
recreate every single box manually.

No setup effort – start right away
After the one-time online registration, orginio can be started 
immediately without any setup effort. The fi rst 50 employees 
can be visualized free of charge in the Software-as-a-Service 
application.

Data security
All data you have uploaded to orginio is securely and reliably 
stored in ISO 27001 certifi ed data centers. When you 
register you can decide if your data is stored in an American 
or European data center. The US data center at Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) meets the requirements of the most 
security-sensitive organizations all over the world. Besides 
extraordinary safety measures the German data center, 
Hetzner Online, is characterized by an excellent connection 
to the European Internet. The data center is supplied entirely 
with green electricity.

GET STARTED 
NOW AND CREATE
THE FIRST
50 EMPLOYEES
FREE OF CHARGE.


